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Student Database Management System Project
If you want to write or construct or program C++ mini-project and do not know how or from
where to start buy this simple e-book.
Many books on Database Management Systems (DBMS) are available in the market, they are
incomplete very formal and dry. My attempt is to make DBMS very simple so that a student
feels as if the teacher is sitting behind him and guiding him. This text is bolstered with many
examples and Case Studies. In this book, the experiments are also included which are to be
performed in DBMS lab. Every effort has been made to alleviate the treatment of the book for
easy flow of understanding of the students as well as the professors alike. This textbook of
DBMS for all graduate and post-graduate programmes of Delhi University, GGSIPU, Rajiv
Gandhi Technical University, UPTU, WBTU, BPUT, PTU and so on. The salient features of this
book are: - 1. Multiple Choice Questions 2. Conceptual Short Questions 3. Important Points
are highlighted / Bold faced. 4. Very lucid and simplified approach 5.Bolstered with numerous
examples and CASE Studies 6. Experiments based on SQL incorporated. 7. DBMS Projects
added Question Papers of various universities are also included.
Easy-to-read writing style. Comprehensive coverage of all database topics. Bullet lists and
tables. More detailed examples of database implementations. More SQL, including significant
information on planned revisions to the language. Simple and easy explanation to complex
topics like relational algebra, relational calculus, query processing and optimization. Covers
topics on implementation issues like security, integrity, transaction management, concurrency
control, backup and recovery etc. Latest advances in database technology.
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What is this book about? PHP, Apache, and MySQL are the three key open source
technologies that form the basis for most active Web servers. This book takes you step-by-step
through understanding each — using it and combining it with the other two on both Linux and
Windows servers. This book guides you through creating your own sites using the open source
AMP model. You discover how to install PHP, Apache, and MySQL. Then you create PHP
Web pages, including database management and security. Finally, you discover how to
integrate your work with e-commerce and other technologies. By building different types of
Web sites, you progress from setting up simple database tables to tapping the full potential of
PHP, Apache, and MySQL. When you’re finished, you will be able to create well-designed,
dynamic Web sites using open source tools. What does this book cover? Here's what you will
learn from this book: How PHP server-side scripting language works for connecting HTMLbased Web pages to a backend database Syntax, functions, and commands for PHP, Apache,
and MySQL Methods and techniques for building user-friendly forms How to easily store,
update, and access information using MySQL Ways to allow the user to edit a database Ecommerce applications using these three technologies How to set up user logins, profiles, and
personalizations Proper protocols for error handling Who is this book for? This book is for
beginners who are new to PHP and who need to learn quickly how to create Web sites using
open source tools. Some basic HTML knowledge is helpful but not essential.
This study took the works of the previous AFIT/ENG Student and Faculty Database System
thesis efforts and design and implemented the application software for the project. The basic
purpose of the thesis was to provide a sound design for the application programs that would
interface with the TOTAL Database Management System and the Forms Management
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System. The entire system was to be designed with the notion that it would be modified and
enhanced. A series of standard interface routines were created to act as a layer between the
TOTAL DBMS. The resulting routines were abstracted and used as an extension to the Pascal
programming language. The education plan portion of the database was used as a prototype
to develop the requirements of the human-computer interface. The program was then
redesigned and implemented using the standard routines and the specifications developed
from the prototype. A menu driven system was used to implement the design utilizing the
Forms Management System as the screen interface. The education plan program is an
example of the structured approach used in interpreting the design of the database system.
The program contains examples of scrolled screens, database calls, linked list routines, and
data abstraction. Additional programs were written to demonstrate the capabilitiees interfacing
with the GKS graphics package, transmittion of data to the registrars office, and to show the
continuity of the design.
A guide to the practical issues and applications in database programming with updated Visual
Basic.NET SQL Server Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET offers a guide to the
fundamental knowledge and practical techniques for the design and creation of professional
database programs that can be used for real-world commercial and industrial applications. The
author—a noted expert on the topic—uses the most current version of Visual Basic.NET, Visual
Basic.NET 2017 with Visual Studio.NET 2017. In addition, he introduces the updated SQL
Server database and Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Express. All sample program projects can be
run in the most updated version, Visual Basic.NET 2019 with Visual Studio.NET 2019. Written
in an accessible, down-to-earth style, the author explains how to build a sample database
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using the SQL Server management system and Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio
2018. The latest version of ASP.NET, ASP.NET 4.7, is also discussed to provide the most upto-date Web database programming technologies. This important book: • Offers illustrative
practical examples and detailed descriptions to aid in comprehension of the material presented
• Includes both fundamental and advanced database programming techniques • Integrates
images into associated database tables using a DevExpress UI tools - WindowsUI Written for
graduate and senior undergraduate students studying database implementations and
programming courses, SQL Server Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET shows how
to develop professional and practical database programs in Visual Basic.NET 2017/Visual
Basic.NET 2019.

In Tutorial 1, you will start building a Visual C# interface for database management
system project with SQL Server. The database, named DBMS, is created. The
designed interface in this tutorial will used as the main terminal in accessing other
forms. This tutorial will also discuss how to create login form and login table. In Tutorial
2, you will build a project, as part of database management system, where you can
store information about valuables in school. In Tutorial 3 up to Tutorial 4, you will
perform the steps necessary to add 6 tables into DBMS database. You will build each
table and add the associated fields as needed. In this tutorials, you will create a library
database project, as part of database management system, where you can store all
information about library including author, title, and publisher. In Tutorial 5 up to Tutorial
7, you will perform the steps necessary to add 6 more tables into DBMS database. You
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will build each table and add the associated fields as needed. In this tutorials, you will
create a high school database project, as part of database management system, where
you can store all information about school including parent, teacher, student, subject,
and, title, and grade.
It has been rightly said that "people who can't see the value in data mining as a concept
either don't have the data or don't have data with integrity." This book has been
designed as a basic text book for computer Science and management students at post
Graduation and under graduation levels. it explains the technical concepts of this hot
area in simple and easily understandable language. It covers the complete syllabus of
MCA, B.Tech courses of Punjabi University, Punjab University, Punjab Technical
University and many other major universities.
All the students who are enrolled in Computing and Information Sciences (CIS) major in
Kansas State University are required to submit their Program of Study (POS) which
they manually do by filling in all the necessary details and submit the form to the
department. The main objective of this project is to develop an online submission of
program of study. The online student profile management system is a web-based
application that provides students of CIS major to submit their program of study in an
easy and efficient manner. This application mainly allows the students to enter their
personal information (viz., contact information, previous education) and to choose core
as well as non-core courses of their choice. In addition the faculty of CIS department
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can also log on to the application and view the POS of the students by entering their
wildcat ID. The primary focus is to get familiar with .NET framework and to code in
C?.NET. This in turn uses MS SQL server 2005 as database for storing and retrieving
of data. This project is implemented using C?.NET on Microsoft visual studio 2005.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database
management system. It contains a detailed description on Relational Database
Management System Concepts. There are a variety of solved examples and review
questions with solutions. This book is for those who require a better understanding of
relational data modeling, its purpose, its nature, and the standards used in creating
relational data model.
With this book, Web designers who usually turn out static Websites with HTML and
CSS can make the leap to the next level of Web development--full-fledged, dynamic,
database-driven Websites using PHP and SQL.
Database Management System (DBMS) and Oracle are essentially a part of the
curriculum for undergraduate and postgraduate courses in Computer Science,
Computer Applications, Computer Science and Engineering, Information Technology
and Management. The book is organized into three parts to introduce the theoretical
and programming concepts of DBMS. Part I (Basic Concepts and Oracle SQL) deals
with DBMS basic, software analysis and design, data flow diagram, ER model,
relational algebra, normal forms, SQL queries, functions, subqueries, different types of
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joins, DCL, DDL, DML, object constraints and security in Oracle. Part II (Application
Using Oracle PL/SQL) explains PL/SQL basics, functions, procedures, packages,
exception handling, triggers, implicit, explicit and advanced cursors using suitable
examples. This part also covers advanced concepts related to PL/SQL, such as
collection, records, objects, dynamic SQL and performance tuning. Part III (Advanced
Concepts and Technologies) elaborates on advanced database concepts such as
query processing, file organization, distributed architecture, backup, recovery, data
warehousing, online analytical processing and data mining concepts and their
techniques. All the chapters include a large number of examples. To further reinforce
the concepts, numerous objective type questions and workouts are provided at the end
of each chapter. Key Features • Explains each topic in a step-by-step detail.• Includes
about 300 examples to illustrate the concepts. • Offers about 400 objective type
questions to quiz students on key points.• Provides about 100 challenging workouts
that invite deeper analysis and interpretation of the subject matter. New to the Second
Edition • The book reorganized into three parts for better understanding of DBMS
concepts.• All the existing chapters thoroughly revised and eight new chapters added.•
New chapters discuss Oracle PL/SQL advanced programming concepts, data
warehousing, OLTP, OLAP and data mining concepts.• Additional examples, questions
and workouts in each chapter. TEACHING AID MATERIAL Teaching Aid Material for all
the chapters is provided on the website of PHI Learning, which can be used by the
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faculties/teachers for delivering lectures. Visit www.phindia.com/gupta to explore the
contents.

BOOK 1: LEARN FROM SCRATCH VISUAL C# .NET WITH SQL SERVER To
Develop Database-Driven Desktop Applications In Tutorial 1, you will start
building a Visual C# interface for database management system project with SQL
Server. The database, named DBMS, is created. The designed interface in this
tutorial will used as the main terminal in accessing other forms. This tutorial will
also discuss how to create login form and login table. In Tutorial 2, you will build
a project, as part of database management system, where you can store
information about valuables in school. In Tutorial 3 up to Tutorial 4, you will
perform the steps necessary to add 6 tables into DBMS database. You will build
each table and add the associated fields as needed. In this tutorials, you will
create a library database project, as part of database management system,
where you can store all information about library including author, title, and
publisher. In Tutorial 5 up to Tutorial 7, you will perform the steps necessary to
add 6 more tables into DBMS database. You will build each table and add the
associated fields as needed. In this tutorials, you will create a high school
database project, as part of database management system, where you can store
all information about school including parent, teacher, student, subject, and, title,
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and grade. BOOK 2: LEARN FROM SCRATCH VISUAL C# .NET WITH MYSQL
To Develop Database-Driven Desktop Applications In Tutorial 1, you will start
building a Visual C# interface for database management system project using
MySQL. The database, named DBMS, is created. The designed interface in this
tutorial will used as the main terminal in accessing other forms. This tutorial will
also discuss how to create login form and login table. In Tutorial 2, you will build
a project, as part of database management system, where you can store
information about valuables in school. The table will have seven fields: Item
(description of the item), Location (where the item was placed), Shop (where the
item was purchased), DatePurchased (when the item was purchased), Cost (how
much the item cost), SerialNumber (serial number of the item), PhotoFile (path of
the photo file of the item), and Fragile (indicates whether a particular item is
fragile or not). In Tutorial 3 up to Tutorial 4, you will perform the steps necessary
to add 6 tables using phpMyAdmin into DBMS database. You will build each
table and add the associated fields as needed. In this tutorials, you will create a
library database project, as part of database management system, where you
can store all information about library including author, title, and publisher. In
Tutorial 5 up to Tutorial 7, you will perform the steps necessary to add 8 more
tables using phpMyAdmin into DBMS database. You will build each table and
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add the associated fields as needed. In this tutorials, you will create a high school
database project, as part of database management system, where you can store
all information about school including parent, teacher, student, subject, and, title,
and grade.
This compact text on Database Management System is a perfect blend of
theoretical and practical aspects. From basics to applications, it provides a
thorough and up-to-date treatment of the subject. The book, in the beginning,
builds a strong foundation of relational database management system and then
deals with query language, data manipulation, transaction processing, data
warehouse, data mining, and application programming. The text is supported by
clear illustrations, sufficient figures and tables, and necessary theoretical details
to understand the topics with clarity. Besides, numerous solved examples and
chapter-end exercises will help students reinforce their problem-solving skills.
The book adopts a methodological approach to problem solving. Primarily
intended for both degree and diploma students of Computer Science and
Engineering, the book will also be of benefit to the students of computer
applications and management.
This six-volume-set (CCIS 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236) constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the International Conference on Computing, Information and
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Control, ICCIC 2011, held in Wuhan, China, in September 2011. The papers are
organized in two volumes on Innovative Computing and Information (CCIS 231
and 232), two volumes on Computing and Intelligent Systems (CCIS 233 and
234), and in two volumes on Information and Management Engineering (CCIS
235 and 236).
In Tutorial 1, you will start building a Visual C# interface for database
management system project using MySQL. The database, named DBMS, is
created. The designed interface in this tutorial will used as the main terminal in
accessing other forms. This tutorial will also discuss how to create login form and
login table. In Tutorial 2, you will build a project, as part of database management
system, where you can store information about valuables in school. The table will
have seven fields: Item (description of the item), Location (where the item was
placed), Shop (where the item was purchased), DatePurchased (when the item
was purchased), Cost (how much the item cost), SerialNumber (serial number of
the item), PhotoFile (path of the photo file of the item), and Fragile (indicates
whether a particular item is fragile or not). In Tutorial 3 up to Tutorial 4, you will
perform the steps necessary to add 6 tables using phpMyAdmin into DBMS
database. You will build each table and add the associated fields as needed. In
this tutorials, you will create a library database project, as part of database
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management system, where you can store all information about library including
author, title, and publisher. In Tutorial 5 up to Tutorial 7, you will perform the
steps necessary to add 8 more tables using phpMyAdmin into DBMS database.
You will build each table and add the associated fields as needed. In this
tutorials, you will create a high school database project, as part of database
management system, where you can store all information about school including
parent, teacher, student, subject, and, title, and grade.
This book addresses some of the challenges posed by the globalization of higher
education. It examines the emergence and resulting challenges of English as
Lingua Franca (ELF) and of the decision to use English as the Medium of
Instruction (EMI) as part of a strategic policy of internationalization. It looks at
survival challenges caused by globalization and expansion, the diversity
challenge, the concept of marginality and how marginality can lead to creativity,
teaching and encouraging entrepreneurialism, the tools needed for
internationalizing higher education in developing countries, innovative
approaches, the intelligent use of technology, and finally, the value of nonconstraint engagement in driving teaching and course quality improvements. The
expansion of higher education and the increasingly international body of students
and staff continue to inspire and drive the development of global higher education
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systems. Whilst these systems began locally, many are now engaging with the
challenges of retaining their local flavour whilst embracing the march of
globalisation. The challenge is to find local solutions that also meet the
requirements of the rapid development of what might be termed the
‘massification’ of international higher education. This book reflects these
contemporary challenges through its variety of topics taken from countries as
diverse as Hong Kong, Panama, South Africa, USA and Saudi Arabia. The topics
are as diverse as some of the local solutions but each chapter represents a
response to a rapidly changing global landscape.
This comprehensive book, now in its Fifth Edition, continues to discuss the
principles and concept of Database Management System (DBMS). It introduces
the students to the different kinds of database management systems and
explains in detail the implementation of DBMS. The book provides practical
examples and case studies for better understanding of concepts and also
incorporates the experiments to be performed in the DBMS lab. A competitive
pedagogy includes Summary, MCQs, Conceptual Short Questions (with
answers) and Exercise Questions.
This proceedings volume contains selected papers presented at the 2014
International Conference on Frontiers in Computer Education (ICFCE 2014),
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which was held December 24-25, 2014, in Wuhan, China. The objective of this
conference was to provide a forum for different researchers in different fields,
especially Computer Education as well as Informa
Implementation of the AFIT/ENG Faculty and Student Database Management
System
Includes articles in topic areas such as autonomic computing, operating system
architectures, and open source software technologies and applications.
Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as installation,
querying, user management, security, and backups and recovery.
Combines language tutorials with application design advice to cover the PHP
server-side scripting language and the MySQL database engine.
This is a Java GUI crash course. This book will help you quickly write efficient,
high-quality access-database-driven code with Java. It’s an ideal way to begin,
whether you’re new to programming or a professional developer versed in other
languages. The lessons in this book are a highly organized and well-indexed set
of tutorials meant for students and programmers. Netbeans, a specific IDE
(Integrated Development Environment) is used to create GUI (Graphical User
Interface applications).The finished product is the reward, but the readers are
fully engaged and enriched by the process. This kind of learning is often the
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focus of training. In this book, you will learn how to build from scratch two access
database management systems using Java. In designing a GUI and as an IDE,
you will make use of the NetBeans tool. In chapter one, you will create School
database and six tables. In chapter two, you will study: Creating the initial three
table projects in the school database: Teacher table, TClass table, and Subject
table; Creating database configuration files; Creating a Java GUI for viewing and
navigating the contents of each table; Creating a Java GUI for inserting and
editing tables; and Creating a Java GUI to join and query the three tables. In
chapter three, you will learn: Creating the main form to connect all forms;
Creating a project will add three more tables to the school database: the Student
table, the Parent table, and Tuition table; Creating a Java GUI to view and
navigate the contents of each table; Creating a Java GUI for editing, inserting,
and deleting records in each table; Creating a Java GUI to join and query the
three tables and all six. In chapter four, you will study how to query the six tables.
In chapter five, you will be taught how to create Crime database and its tables. In
chapter six, you will be taught how to extract image features, utilizing
BufferedImage class, in Java GUI. In chapter seven, you will be taught to create
Java GUI to view, edit, insert, and delete Suspect table data. This table has
eleven columns: suspect_id (primary key), suspect_name, birth_date, case_date,
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report_date, suspect_ status, arrest_date, mother_name, address, telephone,
and photo. In chapter eigth, you will be taught to create Java GUI to view, edit,
insert, and delete Feature_Extraction table data. This table has eight columns:
feature_id (primary key), suspect_id (foreign key), feature1, feature2, feature3,
feature4, feature5, and feature6. In chapter nine, you will add two tables: Police
and Investigator. These two tables will later be joined to Suspect table through
another table, Case_File, which will be built in the seventh chapter. The Police
has six columns: police_id (primary key), location, city, province, telephone, and
photo. The Investigator has eight columns: investigator_id (primary key),
investigator_name, rank, birth_date, gender, address, telephone, and photo.
Here, you will design a Java GUI to display, edit, fill, and delete data in both
tables. In chapter ten, you will add two tables: Victim and Case_File. The
Case_File table will connect four other tables: Suspect, Police, Investigator and
Victim. The Victim table has nine columns: victim_id (primary key), victim_name,
crime_type, birth_date, crime_date, gender, address, telephone, and photo. The
Case_File has seven columns: case_file_id (primary key), suspect_id (foreign
key), police_id (foreign key), investigator_id (foreign key), victim_id (foreign key),
status, and description. Here, you will also design a Java GUI to display, edit, fill,
and delete data in both tables.
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This handbook of research is one of the few texts to combine Open Source
Software (OSS) in public and private sector activities into a single reference
source. It examines how the use of OSS affects practices in society, business,
government, education, and law.
Zygiaris provides an accessible walkthrough of all technological advances of
databases in the business environment. Readers learn how to design, develop,
and use databases to provide business analytical reports with the three major
database management systems: Microsoft Access, Oracle Express and MariaDB
(formerly MySQL).
Technological advances of the past decades have allowed organizations of all
sizes to use information technology in all aspects of organizational management.
This book presents more than 200 papers that address this growing corporate
phenomena.
Oracle Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET Discover a detailed
treatment of the practical considerations and applications of Oracle database
programming with Visual Basic 2019 Oracle Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET: Concepts, Designs, and Implementations delivers a comprehensive
exploration of the foundations of Oracle database programming using Visual
Basic.NET. Using Visual Basic.NET 2019, Visual Studio.NET 2019, and Oracle
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18c XE, the book introduces the Oracle database development system, Oracle
SQL Developer and Modeler, and teaches readers how to implement a sample
database solution. The distinguished author also demonstrates the use of
dotConnect for Oracle to show readers how to create an effective connection to
an Oracle 18c XE database. The current versions of the .NET framework,
ASP.NET, and ASP.NET 4.7 are also explored and used to offer readers the
most up to date web database programming techniques available today. The
book provides practical example projects and detailed, line-by-line descriptions
throughout to assist readers in the development of their database programming
skill. Students will also benefit from the inclusion of: A thorough introduction to
databases, including definitions, examples, descriptions of keys and
relationships, and some database components in popular databases, like
Access, SQL, and Oracle An exploration of ADO.NET, including its architecture
and components, like the DataReader class, DataSet component, DataTable
component, and the command and parameter classes A discussion of Language
Integrated Query (LINQ), including its architecture and components, its
relationship to objects, DataSet, Oracle, and Entities An explanation of how to
access data in ASP.NET and ASP.NET Web Services with multiple real project
examples. Perfect for college and university students taking courses related to
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database programming and applications, Oracle Database Programming with
Visual Basic.NET will also earn a place in the libraries of programmers and
software engineers seeking a comprehensive reference for database coding in
Visual Basic.NET.
Most educational institutions' administrators are concerned about student
irregular attendance. Truancies can affect student overall academic performance.
The conventional method of taking attendance by calling names or signing on
paper is very time consuming and insecure, hence inefficient. Therefore,
computer-based student attendance management system is required to assist
the faculty and the lecturer for this time-consuming process. For this project,
RFID based systematic student's attendance management system can provide
much convenient method to take attendance, but some prerequisites has to be
done before start using the program. Although the use of RFID systems in
educational institutions is not new, it is intended to show how the use of it came
to solve daily problems in our university. Assisted by the System Development
Life Cycle (SDLC) methodology, the system has been built using the web-based
applications such as JSP, MySQL and Apache to cater the recording and
reporting of the students' attendances. NetBeans IDE 6.1 is used for developing
the overall system, MySQL as the database and Java act as the scripting
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programming language. RFID Based Systematic Student's Attendance
Management System was built using open source software and it will reduce the
cost of development process. The system can be easily accessed by the
lecturers via the web and most importantly, the reports can be generated in realtime processing, thus, providing valuable information about the students'
commitments in attending the classes.
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